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Executive Summary
• The overall spend totals for March, although declining year-on-year (YoY), were mitigated
by positive spend up until the day after the government lockdown on 24 March.
• April spend and transactions both fell YoY by almost 40 percent. Instore declines were
significantly larger at over 50 percent. Online spend was up ten percent.
• A softening in spend decline occurred between 19 and 26 April, including for instore
spend. This signals that a gradual overall spend recovery can be expected through May
and June.
• Spend is being driven by ‘essential’ industry segments – wholesale retailers, food,
discount, electric appliance and hardware stores, which have fared well, while others are
significantly down (travel, education, clothing retail and recreation).
• Some segments have pivoted well to leveraging online channels – department, clothing,
and electric appliance stores – while discount stores and travel industry-related
categories have not. Online spend has muted overall spend losses rather than buoyed it.
• Benchmarking New Zealand’s spend patterns following emergence from lockdown has
provided insight into how the UK’s spend recovery might look. At each stage of lockdown
easing, spend should improve incrementally overall.
• A one-size recovery will not fit all. Different industries can expect different paths to
recovery.
• The travel-industry may face a drawn out L-shaped recovery, while the retail industry
might face variations of a U-shaped recovery. Industries deemed essential throughout
lockdown are likely to experience a V-shaped recovery.
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Background
At the time of writing, the United Kingdom is the worst hit nation in Europe. The government
response began on 7 March as it asked those with symptoms to self-isolate for seven days;
this was followed nine days later by requests to cease non-essential travel and contact;
schools were closed on 18 March; entertainment and hospitality venues followed two days
after that; and, finally, the government implemented a lockdown of its population on 23
March, issuing a strict stay-at-home instruction.
With no regions currently reporting increasing infections, increased testing implemented
and improved public health service capacity the government has deemed it safe enough to
begin the slow process of reopening society and the economy. The first stage of reopening
began on the 13 May in England, asking people who could work from home to continue to
do so, while people who could not work remotely were advised to return to the workplace.
Industries opening first, if they follow Covid-19 safety guidelines, are food production,
construction, manufacturing, logistics and distribution. The opening of non-essential retail
began in the second phase, which commenced on 1 June but excluded hospitality (eg,
restaurants and pubs), personal care (eg, hairdressers and beauty salons) and leisure facility
(eg, cinemas) sectors. It is hoped that phase three, on 4 July, will include the opening of
phase two excluded sectors – hospitality, personal care and leisure facilities.
Although an economic recovery is largely the aim of the reopening roadmap, it is still unclear
as to what form that recovery might take. A wide variety of recovery paths have been
proposed – broadly pictured as V-shaped, Z-shaped, U-shaped and L-shaped – but the
reality of no guarantees remains given that the current situation that Britain, and indeed the
whole world, finds itself in is entirely unprecedented.
However, via spend analysis of markets such as New Zealand that have already begun to
reopen their economies as well as looking for patterns in the spend data to date, we can
tentatively begin to set out a roadmap for what UK spend recovery might look like overall and
for different industries.
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Overall Spend Impact
The first confirmed case in the UK occurred on 31 January 2020. However, spend continued
unabated and in line with 2019 figures. From 1 January up to the end of February, overall
spend was up 2.9 percent YoY. In fact, from the beginning of the year up until 24 March,
YoY spend growth remained positive, only turning negative on 25 March, two days after the
lockdown began.
In March alone we saw spend fall 14 percent YoY, but that monthly fall was muted by a first
half in which YoY spend growth was largely positive. From March 16, when a non-essential
travel and contact policy was adopted, spend for the month fell 25.1 percent YoY. In the final
seven days of March, spend dropped 41.5 percent YoY.

Figure 1: YoY Spend Growth March

This trend has continued throughout the month of April1 with spend falling 39.2 percent YoY
and a similar 39.8 percent YoY drop in terms of transactions. Instore spend was down much
further than the overall spend, having dropped to 54 percent YoY, while online spend was up
by ten percent YoY.
Looking at YoY growth across spend we can see that the overall trend declined in the 28
March-26 April period, but that there was a softening in the 19-26 April span, even for instore
spend. Online spend was impacted positively across these time periods.

Table 1: YoY Overall Spend Growth separating out Instore and Online Spend

Refers to 1-26 April
Current data runs to 26 April
3
Throughout this white paper, “last 30 days” refers to 28 March to 26 April 2020.
4
Throughout this white paper, “last seven days of data” refers to 19-26 April 2020.
1
2
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Category Spend Impact
Food, electric appliance and discount stores deemed essential have consistently performed
well throughout the year and showed a real return to healthy spend in the last seven days
of the data under review. Wholesale retailers have also managed to maintain a positive YoY
spend growth throughout the crisis, pivoting from serving the restaurant industry to individual
consumers (see figure 2).

Figure 2: YoY Overall Spend Growth All Categories 2019 vs 2020 (up to 26.04.20)

Green shoots are also beginning to appear with some recovery in YoY spend across other
industries. Having clearly suffered significant impact on spend in the last 30 days, data
from the last seven days offers hope as the impact recedes. Sporting goods/toy, discount,
hardware and interior furnishing stores, as well as mail orders, are all beginning to show an
improvement in spend. However, some industries which are strongly reliant on face-to-face
interaction – such as airlines, travel agencies, recreation and education – continue to be hard
hit.
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Category Spend
Impact

Instore versus online spend
Overall, instore spend has dropped, while online share has risen (see figure 3) – this is in
large part driven by food stores, wholesale retailers, discount and hardware stores being
deemed essential, allowing them to continue operating. Food and discount stores have seen
increases in spend, with a shift to online for food stores – six percent to nine percent – but a
decline in online share for discount stores, perhaps due to higher instore spend based on a
focus of stocking essential supplies or a change in the products customers are buying.
Categories with the highest positive shift in online share of spend include department stores
(which saw an increase of 32 percent), electrical appliance stores, clothing stores and other
retail (all up by approximately 19 percent). However, it’s worth noting that overall trends are
still down due to lacking the usual instore spend – online spend has merely muted the drops.
There is a general correlation between either strong sustained online channel usage or a shift
to online in 2020, and a positive or minimally negative delta in total volume.

Figure 3: YoY Online Spend Growth All Categories March/April 2019 vs 2020
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Category Spend
Impact

Travel
As a whole, and as one would have expected, the travel industry – hotel/motel, airlines and
travel agencies – has been particularly hard hit this year with spend worsening in the last
seven days. Also as expected, YoY returns have increased as consumers unable to travel
either by government decree or personal choice have opted to seek refunds for booked
travel and stays. Returns peaked in the last 30 days at 93.3 percent YoY and dropped in the
last seven days to 79.9 percent YoY. These returns have largely been driven by hotels/motels
and travel agencies.

Table 2: YoY Travel Industry (combined hotel/motel, airlines and travel agencies) growth

The volume of refunds in the airline industry has not been as high as anticipated given the
option of booking deferrals and credit notes being offered in place of flat-out refunds The last
30 days shows returns at 11.5 percent YoY and 13.4 percent YoY in the last seven days for
the airline industry alone.
Equally hard hit is workforce-related travel. With all non-essential workers being told to work
from home where possible and being furloughed in industries that have all but shut down, the
movement of the workforce nationally has slowed to a trickle.

Table 3: YoY Other Transport growth

However, these figures are expected to begin to gradually rebound as non-essential workers
who were previously unable to work from home will be able to return to work again from 13
May.
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Category Spend
Impact

Essential everyday spend
Food stores have been one of the success stories of the pandemic, which is unsurprising
given how essential foodstuffs are. However, there have been clear peaks and troughs as the
nature of how people shop has changed (see figure 4). YoY growth was stable throughout
January and most of February. This began to change in March as the situation became more
serious. A high peak can be seen emerging in mid-March as consumers begin to stockpile
food in preparation for a possible lockdown. The lockdown was announced on 23 March,
after which we can see an obvious decline.

Figure 4: YoY Spend Growth Food Stores

Food store spend did dip to just four percent growth YoY in the last 30 days but seems to
have rebounded in the last seven, rising to 18.2 percent YoY. However, there has been an
obvious drop in the number of transactions occurring, coupled with a higher-than-usual
average spend, which is probably due to consumers spending more on one larger shop to
limit trips outside – a return to days when smaller local stores were not so prevalent and
shoppers would go to one large store to do a weekly shop. Furthermore, online spend has
grown significantly, reaching 135 percent YoY growth in just the last seven days. This is a
result of social distancing deterring instore shopping.

Table 4: YoY Food Store Growth
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Category Spend
Impact

Pharmacies, though providing an essential service, have not fared as well in terms of
consistency as food stores have. YoY spend growth from the year to date is down 10.7
percent; however, there was a period of stockpiling prior to the lockdown which can be seen
in the mid-March peak (see figure 5). Pharmaceuticals simply do not have to be replenished
at the same rate as food, which has led to a drop in spend.

Figure 5: YoY Spend Growth Drug Stores

In the last 30 days, spend on pharmaceuticals had dropped 53.9 percent YoY but has
recovered slightly to 48.6 percent YoY in the last seven days. It is to be expected that
recovery will begin to normalize as stockpiles shrink and, with panic subsiding, further
stockpiling is not expected.

Retail
Clothing stores have been hard hit and generally unable to shift logistics from instore to
online as well as department stores, particularly with the logistics network focused on
providing support for essential deliveries.

Table 5: YoY Clothing Store Growth
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Category Spend
Impact

Department stores’ YoY online spend is up 14.7 percent year to date, 29.5 percent in the last
30 days and 24.5 percent in the last seven days. This may be a result of a strong existing
online presence and established logistics network prior to the pandemic.

Figure 6: YoY Online Spend Growth Department Stores

Combining the categories of hardware stores and sporting goods/toy stores, we can see
that YoY overall spend did decline but is showing considerable rebound in the last seven
days. Consumers turned to these industries to help occupy their time whilst in lockdown
– completing home and garden projects, exercising and buying toys to help keep children
entertained. A positive pivot to online sales has probably muted overall losses.

Table 6: YoY Hardware Stores & Sporting Goods/Toy Stores combined Growth
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Overall Recovery
With the government roadmap now in place to reopen the economy in stages, it is now
more important than ever to look to the future and begin to predict what industry-specific
recoveries are going to look like. What is becoming clearer as time goes by is that a onesize-fits-all recovery cannot be expected. As the Covid-19 crisis has so clearly exemplified,
while one industry suffers, another thrives.
New Zealand declared itself virus-free on 8 June and lifted internal restrictions, thus offering
valuable indications of what a recovery may look like. It entered lockdown after the UK and
for a shorter period. The highest alert level, 4, was initiated on 25 March: all businesses,
bar essential services, were closed; the alert level fell to 3 on 27 April, allowing businesses
to reopen but not physically interact with customers; Alert Level 2 began on May 13, with
businesses open to the public in compliance with public health guidance. Following even the
first of these steps, which allowed businesses to operate, overall spend began to recover
immediately (see figure 7).

Figure 7: Overall YoY Spend Growth – a comparison of New Zealand and the UK

The decline and flatline of the two spend patterns revealed by the data are remarkably
similar, contributing to the charted projection of a possible spend recovery pattern for the
UK (the dotted green line), which assumes that reasonable measures are kept in place to
control the spread of the disease. At each stage of lockdown release, spend should improve
incrementally.
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Category Recovery
Travel industry recovery
The travel industry has been impacted heavily by the pandemic. In fact, we foresee the
possibility of a drawn-out L-shaped recovery. Airline route shrinkage, country-by-country
travel and quarantine restrictions, the uncertainty presented by a potential second wave
of infections and the cycle of the pandemic shifting to different continents all contribute to
this view. Although it may seem that ‘other transportation’ could potentially be exempt from
this type of worse-case recovery, it is unlikely to see a return to healthy spend figures until
consumers feel more confident about gathering in groups (ie, riding on public transportation
with groups of strangers).

Table 7: YoY Overall Spend Growth – travel week by week

Essential everyday spend recovery
Food stores in the UK, while benefiting from stockpiling, have seen spend taper as the
lockdown has progressed. However, in the last week of our April data, we can see spend
turning positive again. We expect May spend in food stores to slowly return to healthy
positives as spend increases. New Zealand saw a similar trend as spend increased with
stockpiling activity decreased and then increased again as various stages of lockdown
easing was implemented.
In term of pharmacies, due to the nature of pharmaceutical goods, we might expect a
shallower U-shaped recovery, with spend having decreased throughout April and a slow
climb into positive spend as consumers begin to replenish depleted stockpiles and normalise
shopping and healthcare habits.

Table 8: YoY Overall Spend Growth – essentials week by week
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Category
Recovery

Retail recovery
We estimate that clothing and department stores could remain heavily impacted beyond
May and into June in a longer U-shaped recovery. Non-essential stores will only be able to
open from 15 June, from which time we expect to see large discounts on 2020 stock to clear
inventory and make way for 2021 fashions and trends. From the reopening date, there may
be a rapid climb into the positive spend phase of recovery. Similarly, New Zealand reported
large drops in clothing & footwear and department stores which have only returned to
positive YoY spend growth the week after the second easing of lockdown measures.
The sporting goods/toy store industry was already beginning to re-emerge from its fall in
spend towards the end of the data period. Going into May there may be a return to growth
with a firm U-shaped recovery. Interestingly, coming out of lockdown, New Zealand also saw
a sharp increase in spend related to sports and camping equipment. For the weeks ending
17 and 24 May, sports and camping equipment YoY spend was up 43.6 percent and 85.7
percent respectively.
Hardware stores were deemed essential and thus permitted to open for emergency
tradespeople, this coupled with the earlier reopening of garden centres on 20 May feeds into
our forecast that this arm of the retail industry may see a sharper V-shaped recovery.

Table 9: YoY Overall Spend Growth – retail week by week
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Summary
It has been well established that a period of economic decline and recession now inevitably
lies ahead, one that has the potential to change some of our most firmly fixed spending
habits. As the UK’s Covid-19 infection curve appears to be showing signs of flattening, it is
more prudent to now think about what an economic recovery for the United Kingdom and the
world looks like, how spend will influence it and vice versa.
The UK has begun a tentative reopening but, without effective treatments or a vaccine for
Covid-19, economic activity will probably remain curtailed by necessary safety measures.
However, maximising the knowledge of trends as the weeks unfold is an essential tool in the
fight against unpredictability and will aid in futureproofing how best to acclimate to not only
today, but also tomorrow, next week, in one month and six months from now. Our robust and
rich datasets, via our dashboards, will be available to help you prepare for what is to come
and will be updated monthly for the rest of 2020.
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